Princeton University Electronic Transfer Instructions for Rent Payments

ACH Transfers:

Bank: J P Morgan New York
383 Madison Ave
New York, NY 10017
ABA Number: 028000024
Acct Number: 2000043488783
Beneficiary: The Trustees of Princeton University
Princeton University
Attn: Rent Department
701 Carnegie Center, Suite 434
Princeton, NJ 08540-0035

Wire Transfers:

Bank: J P Morgan Chase New York
383 Madison Ave
New York, NY 10017
ABA Number: 021000021
Acct Number: 2000043488783
SWIFT: CHASUS33
Beneficiary: The Trustees of Princeton University
Princeton University
Attn: Rent Department
701 Carnegie Center, Suite 434
Princeton, NJ 08540-0035
U.S.A.

To ensure proper recording of the transaction, please request that the sending institution list your name and PUID number in the reference field of the transfer.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Cash Management at 609/258-3086.